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,Mechanic.Download mechanics (2011).torrent" online watch the movie online Mechanics (original title: Mxm).Papanov.Prove that there are no fights in the
subway...everyone is in the movies! Let me remind you from the preface:""""" ""Attention! Information from the tape that goes on the air: An air strike on

the television center tower in Moscow (the so-called "three-dimensional terrorist attack") is a television report shown in the Vesti program with Sergei Brilev
in 2002. There are many mistakes and inaccuracies in the film. In 2001, a few days before the invasion of Dagestan, an attack was made on the Ostankino

television tower, which is a strategically important facility. Due to the threat of an explosion, the editorial office of the Kommersant newspaper was
evacuated. The television department released a report on the air attack on the tower and a video filmed in the studio. The video shows a monstrous figure of

a terrorist-like figure in camouflage and body armor running across a rooftop. From below, planes dive at him, because of which, unexpectedly for the
military, he falls down from the roof of the building. After a few seconds, it explodes, turning into a fireball. In 2002, Sergey Brilev spoke at a mourning

meeting in memory of those killed in a terrorist attack. Erad approached him and reported that a terrorist attack had been staged, and a bomb was allegedly
found in the occupied building, which was defused. Later, on this basis, it was concluded that the explosions that occurred in Moscow in 1999 were terrorist
attacks. The day before the explosion, Brilyov was invited to NTV and showed a report called "Three days in August." Brilyov convinced his viewers that the

attack was organized by Chechen separatists. Later, he was called the financing of terrorists by the CIA and the US State Department. Brilev called it paid
propaganda, and the NTV journalists who participated in this special operation were mediocre and deceitful. Those who supported Brilev were closed on

charges of treason. NTV journalists were detained for 2 years and spent almost ten months in prison. Later, the case was ruined, but
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